RELATIONS WITH POLAND

Questions for Submission to Government of Poland

LIST C

1. How will Poland determine on what commodities quotas will be granted and quantities?

2. Will any global quotas be offered?

3. Will the same quotas be allocated among suppliers? If so, on what commodities and on what basis?

4. Will existing bilateral commitments influence allocation of quotas? Will such commitments be maintained?

5. How will Poland ensure that countries with whom there are not bilateral commitments will not be prejudiced in allocation of quotas?

6. Can any assurance be given that Poland's import trade will not be tied to value of export trade with individual countries?

7. Can tender system be used in order to ensure equitable purchases under global quotas? Will an opportunity be given to distant countries to compete?

8. Will sufficient details of successful tenders be made promptly available? Will production and import figures be made periodically?

9. Does pricing system enable extent of protection to local production to be determined? Will such information be available to CONTRACTING PARTIES?

10. How will CONTRACTING PARTIES be able to assess size of any domestic subsidies and their effect on permitted imports?

11. Will subsidies be reported to GATT? Is Poland prepared to negotiate on extent of domestic subsidies?

12. Will Poland, on request, provide information to CONTRACTING PARTIES about its internal and external pricing system in relation to valuation of exports?

13. What is the purpose of introduction of a tariff? Will domestic subsidies continue after the introduction of a tariff, and if so, on what products and for what purpose?
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14. Is Poland prepared to undertake commitments as to maximum level of tariff on individual items prior to general introduction of tariff so that a schedule can be established for Poland prior to accession?